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OUR RATING

We rate products based on the
scale developed by the MPAA.
The better a product is, the more
dangerous a rating we give it.
So the worst product would get a
‘G’ and the best a ‘XXX’h

Many amps have been around for a long time to make rock n roll the loud music that it is. Everything 
from big amps to little amps were there to make the loud sounds of LEd Zeppelin and Pink Floyd go 
out to audiences. Now we have a product entitled “Micro Amp” which says it’s a small amp.

What is a Micro Amp?
It is NOT A AMP! THere is no speaker. I plugged the cable in there and no sound came out. I plugged 
the second cable in to the output and into an amp. Then it was on. I pressed the button and it was 
louder. Calling it a micro amp is misleading for consumers. It is just another loud box.

HistoryHistory
The micro amp would be one of the tiniest amps ever invented if it were actually an amp. But it is a 
loud box. While it is a smaller loud box than other ones it is pretty much the normal size.

Our Review
When I plugged a cool blue guitar in the yellow box it was louder than it was before. When I plugged a cool blue guitar in the yellow box it was louder than it was before.  The knob 
turned and it got louder and louder. OUch! Sometimes too loud is bad. Rock is by its very nature a 
loud genre but this was really hurting my ears. I can’t in good faith give this pedal a good rating. It 
wasn’t an amp and it was too loud. if they had added a cool sound into this pedal like a whammy 
sound or something maybe it would get a better rating. but i didn’t like it. it is just a nother loud box 
like big muff or other ones. how many loud boxes do we need? I give it a PG ratign which is the 
second lowest. It doesn’t get a G rating because some people might like it but i thought it sucked.

PG


